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SINGAPORE AIRLINES FINALIZES
DEAL FOR A350F FREIGHTERS
by David Donald
Singapore Airlines (SIA) has completed a previously
announced purchase agreement for seven Airbus
A350F freighters. The airline’s CEO, Goh Choon
Phong, and Airbus chief commercial officer Christian
Scherer signed the final agreement on Wednesday
during the Singapore Airshow. SIA is scheduled to
become the first operator of the type when the new
freighters begin replacing the current Boeing 747400F fleet from the fourth quarter of 2025.
“This order underscores the importance of the

cargo market to the SIA Group,” said Goh, “The
introduction of the A350F will enhance our capabilities in this key sector, ensuring that we are ready
for the growth opportunities that will arise in the
coming years. These new-generation aircraft will
substantially increase our operating efficiencies and
reduce our fuel burn, making an important contribution towards the success of our long-term decarbonization goals.”
Boeing holds a monopoly in the large freighter fleet,
which comprises around 720 Boeing 747F, 777F, and
continues on page 4
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With its orderbook continuing to grow, Eve Urban Air Mobility is conducting ground tests on a prototype of its eVTOL aircraft and plans to make a first flight in the coming months.

by Matt Thurber
Eve Urban Air Mobility now carries an order
backlog covering 1,785 of its electric vertical
takeoff and landing (eVTOL) aircraft worth
$5.4 billion, co-CEO André Stein told media
at a Singapore Airshow briefing on Wednesday.
While many of the LOI-based orders for the
1,785 aircraft have come from Eve strategic
investors, initial deposits accompany many
orders, Stein said.
The backlog includes the latest letter-ofintent (LOI), announced yesterday at the Singapore Airshow, outlining an order for up to
40 aircraft by Microflite, which plans to begin
flying urban air mobility (UAM) operations in
Australia in 2026. Eve also announced a new
partnership with HeliSpirit “that contemplates an order of up to 50 [eVTOL] aircraft.”

NEWS NOTE
Airbus, Rolls-Royce, Safran, and Singapore
Airlines signed the so-called Global SAF

The

-

Those aircraft would also begin flying in 2026 industry has not been able to accomplish
and fly with Aviair or HeliSpirit in Western efficiently. “This is different than we’ve ever
Australia, where the companies have oper- seen,” admitted Stein. “But it’s a few years
ated tour operations since 1984 in the Kim- before we need to freeze the setup for production.” The plan calls for spreading the
berley region.
Microflite and Eve will work together ini- work to manufacturing and supply partners
tially with helicopters to prove parameters for globally and “scale as needed to help with
future eVTOL operations, something that Eve cash flow,” he explained.
has done with other operators. Eve also has
Meanwhile, Eve is focusing on developing
developed “concept of operations” plans that four key core technology areas that underpin
include air traffic management considerations its eVTOL efforts. These include design and
production, service and support, fleet operafor a variety of locales.
“After working closely with Eve over the tions, and urban air traffic management.
past few months, we have identified a netThe vehicle itself will be all-electric, iniwork of potential routes and we look forward tially seating four passengers and one pilot but
to working with commercial partners and eventually transitioning to fully autonomous
communities to prioritize these routes and operation and five-passenger capacity. Range
trial selected operations with our existing at entry into service will extend to 100 km,
fleet,” said Microflite CEO Jonathan Booth. which “addresses 99 percent of UAM missions
The company bases its operations in Victoria in cities and metropolitan areas,” according
and offers tours, charter, pilot training, and to the company. Operating costs will run six
emergency services.
times lower than a comparable helicopter and
As for progress in the design and produc- noise footprint up to 90 percent lower.
tion of the Eve eVTOL, the recent acceptance
A typical Singapore eVTOL mission might
of the certification plan for the vehicle by Bra- involve a flight from Jurong West to Changi
zil aviation authority ANAC “gives us a clear Airport. While just 41 km on the ground, the
roadmap,” Stein said. “We’re focused on put- drive typically takes an hour. By air, Eve’s
ting in the right building blocks,” he added, eVTOL could make the 30-km trip in only 20
meaning expanding on early simulation test- minutes. The “sweet spot” for UAM flights
ing that used actual flight control software, ranges from 30 to 100 km, which would take 12
flying subscale models, and continuing work to 37 minutes, respectively, according to Eve.
Singapore should be able to accommodate
on proof-of-concept prototypes. Ground testing is underway on a full-scale model, he said, more than 200 eVTOLs operating from 30
and first flight should take place in the coming vertiports and accomplishing 3,000 flights
months, with an aim to achieve certification per day while carrying 3 million passengers
in 2025 and entry into service in 2026. Eve is per year.
also working closely with the FAA and EASA
By 2035, the Asia-Pacific market will
become the world’s largest, Eve predicts,
on the certification roadmap.
The volume of orders that Eve has gar- with around 25,000 eVTOL aircraft flying
nered thus far will require a high rate of 400,000 flights per day and 500 million pasproduction, something that the aviation sengers per year.
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The TF design
exhibits lowobservable
features such as
chined nose,
carat-shaped
intakes, widely
canted twin fins,
and blended
surfaces. The type
also has a low
infrared signature,claims Turkish
Aerospace.

DAVID McINTOSH

Turkish Aero
fighter
mockup
debuts in
Asia-Pacific
by David Donald
Turkish Aerospace is showing a full-scale
mock-up of the TF (Turkish Fighter, known
as MMU in Turkey) at the Singapore Airshow,
where the design is on display for the first
time. The aircraft is now in development with
an aim of rolling out the first example in 2023
and flying it in 2025. Turkey sees opportunities for the aircraft and related technologies in
the Asia-Pacific region, where Turkish Aerospace has sold T129 attack helicopters to the
Philippines and is pursuing a sale of the Hurjet
jet trainer to Malaysia with the possibility of
local production.
Turkey elected to pursue a national combat
aircraft in 2010 to replace the air force’s F-16s
from 2030. Following evaluation of various

configurations, Turkey chose a twin-engined,
twin-tailed layout in 2015, with a design and
development contract awarded to prime contractor Turkish Aerospace for what was then
known as TF-X the following year. The program has taken on a higher priority since Turkey’s removal from the F-35 program.
The TF is of a stealthy design, with internal
weapon bays. Its service ceiling is 55,000 ft
and maximum speed is Mach 1.8 at 40,000 ft,
with the ability to “supercruise,” or fly supersonically without afterburner. The airframe
will be rated for +9/-3.5g loads and sensors
will include an AESA radar under development by ASELSAN. Two 29,000-pound class
General Electric F110 engines will power early
TFs, as they do Turkey’s F-16s, but the definitive powerplant remains undefined. However,
it is likely to be an indigenous design under

EFW draws order for six A321P2Fs
Latvia-based SmartLynx Airlines has placed an
order with Elbe Flugzeugwerke (EFW) for six
A321 passenger-to-freighter conversions, the
Airbus/ST Engineering joint venture announced
at the Singapore Airshow on Wednesday. The
order is significant for Singapore because ST
Engineering will carry out the work in Singapore and China over this year and next.
“We are delighted to work with EFW
towards our goal of becoming the largest
operator of A321 cargo freighters, as we
are convinced that this type of aircraft will
become the top choice for customers globally,” said Zygimantas Surintas, SmartLynx
Airlines CEO. “There are many advantages to

the A321 aircraft, especially in the freighter
field, as it is the most fuel-efficient narrowbody cargo aircraft available, and we have
made a conscious decision to follow the
market’s demands for more sustainable air
transportation. This choice of aircraft underlines SmartLynx’s commitment to the future,
focused on cleaner, environmentally conscious, and sustainable air freight transport.”
SmartLynx is a full-service ACMI, charter, and cargo operator that operates an
A320/321 fleet widely throughout Europe
and the Mediterranean. The operator
already has on its books one EFW-modified
A321P2F freighter used by SmartLynx Malta

development by TRMotor, which might
include some Russian technology.
Full-scale models of indigenously-developed
weapons from Tubitak-SAGE, Aselsan, and
Roketsan appear on display alongside the TF
mock-up, illustrating the kind of armament that
the aircraft will carry in service. They include the
Aselsan Miniature Bomb, which is akin to the
Boeing GBU-39 Small Diameter Bomb, the HGK
series of Mk 80 bombs fitted with GPS/inertial
guidance kits, and the KGK series, which also
adds a range-extending wing kit. Roketsan SOM
and SOM-J standoff missiles are shown, as are
two members of the Goktug air-to-air missile
family, developed by Tubitak-SAGE. The Peregrin is a highly-maneuverable imaging infrared
guided within-visual-range weapon, while the
Merlin is a longer-ranged weapon with active
radar guidance.

to fly services on behalf of DHL Europe.
SmartLynx will also allocate the new conversions to DHL operations.
Like its smaller A320P2F sibling, the
A321P2F offers containerized loading on
both main and lower decks, with an ability
to accommodate up to 24 containers. Optimized weight distribution enables random
loading, which carries particular value to
express carriers.
EFW and ST Engineering established two
new sites for A321P2F conversions last year,
one in the U.S. and one in China. This year a
new site in China is due to open for A330P2F
widebody conversions. EFW expects to offer
around 60 conversion slots across its sites
annually by 2024.
D.D.
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SIA orders A350F
continued from page 1

Singapore
Airlines CEO Goh
Choon Phong
(left) is expanding his airline’s
commitment to
cargo, signing
an order for
seven A350Fs
with Airbus
CCO Christian
Scherer.

DAVID McINTOSH

MD-11F aircraft. Airbus is primarily targeting
the 747F/MD-11F replacement market with
the A350F but, importantly, the freighter will
fully comply with strict ICAO carbon dioxide
emission regulations scheduled to come into
effect in late 2027. The A350F’s ability to carry
a maximum structural payload of 109 tonnes
trumps the 777F, and in all-pallet configuration it offers a slightly greater volume than
the 747F.
The A350F is based on the A350-1000 airliner but has five fuselage frames removed
from the forward fuselage to optimize centerof-gravity. Designers removed almost all cabin
windows and all but the forward passenger
door. The aft-fuselage main deck loading door
on the port side is an extra-large composite
unit that can admit outsize items, including
all modern aircraft engines. Rolls-Royce Trent
XWB-97s power the A350F.
The airplane features a state-of-the art

cargo handling system and, uniquely, both
main and lower decks can be loaded simultaneously to considerably reduce turnaround
times. The main deck can accommodate thirty
96-by-125-inch pallets of up to 118 inches in
height, while the lower deck can hold twelve
96-by-125-by-64-inch pallets and two LD3

Asian traffic recovery could lag rest of
world, says Boeing’s Hulst
Although Boeing expects the Asia-Pacific
market to become the fifth-largest in terms
of traffic flow by 2040, the region in the
nearer term will likely see its recovery
experience stronger “headwinds” than
other regions. The primary issue is continuing Covid restrictions on international connections in Hong Kong and China, Boeing
v-p of commercial marketing Darren Hulst
said during a Singapore Airshow briefing
on Wednesday.
While Hulst predicted that the airline
industry will fully recover from the Covid
pandemic by either the end of 2023 or in
2024, some regions will reach 2019 traffic
levels sooner than others. Asia will likely be
one of the laggards.
Of course, regions within Asia will see different growth rates. Southeast Asia, for example, will see its position as the tenth-largest
region in terms of traffic flow in 2019 improve
to the world’s fifth-largest in 2040, generating demand for 4,415 aircraft deliveries. In

fact, Southeast Asia has seen a steady recovery in the last six months, as capacity and
traffic each increased by 60 percent last year
compared with their nadir in 2020.
The Asia-Pacific region can thank robust
cargo growth rates for the level of recovery it has seen as 2021 wore on, and Hulst
cited statistics showing that freighter traffic
from the region has tripled in the last two
years. He did concede that cargo growth
rates cannot continue on their current
trajectory later into the decade, but still,
structural changes to the industry resulting
from the Covid pandemic over the past two
years will remain. “I don’t think the industry
will ever reset to where it was [before the
pandemic],” he asserted.
According to Boeing’s latest Commercial Market Outlook, air travel within AsiaPacific markets will account for nearly
half of global air traffic by 2040, driving
demand over that period for 17,645 new
airplanes worth $3.1 trillion.
G.P.
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containers. The floor is rated for “super pallets” weighing up to 28 tonnes. Usable volume
totals 717 cubic meters.
The cargo area retains full climate control
across five zones, which operators can regulate to temperatures between 4 and 25 deg C.
This is particularly important for live animal
transport. The courier seating area at the
front of the cabin can adjust to cater for varying numbers, another factor for animal transport operations when couriers and veterinary
staff might need to accompany the livestock.
Thanks to the extensive use of composites
and titanium alloys—which between them
account for 70 percent of the aircraft—the
A350F weighs much less than similarly-sized
competitors, dramatically affecting its range/
load performance. Critically, that brings the
world’s busiest large freighter route between
Hong Kong and Anchorage—with an equivalent still air distance of around 4,600 nm—
within the aircraft’s maximum payload range
of 4,700 nm. With payload reduced to 92
tonnes, the aircraft’s reach extends to 6,000
nm, bringing Alaska, eastern and northern
Europe, much of Africa, and all of Asia within
range of Singapore. Airbus claims that the
A350F will burn significantly less fuel than
rival Boeing’s forthcoming 777-8F freighter.
Last November Airbus logged its first
commitments for the A350F, beginning with
an order for seven from Air Lease Corporation. CMA CGM Air Cargo followed up with
a four-aircraft order the same month, and
Air France ordered a similar number. SIA
announced its seven-aircraft requirement
in December. Late on Wednesday, Airbus
announced that Etihad Airways has also
signed a LOI for seven A350Fs. Airbus intends
to fly the first aircraft near the end of 2024, in
time for entry into service in late 2025.
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Growing links between
Japan’s F-X and
Anglo-Italian Tempest
by Jon Lake

(FCAS), planned to gradually replace the Eurofighter Typhoon in RAF service from 2035, and
Discussions between Japan and the UK con- almost certainly those in Italian service. On
cerning the development of Japan’s next- Dec. 21, 2020, the defense ministers of Italy,
generation F-X fighter have been ongoing Sweden, and the UK signed a trilateral MoU
for five years. During that period, Japan has on the development of the Tempest future
moved away from early plans to procure a fighter, though Sweden’s primary interest lies
derivative of an existing foreign-designed in the so-called “adjuncts” being developed to
aircraft or to simply join an existing fighter operate alongside the manned fighter, includprogram and instead has opted to develop an ing unmanned assets such as the Mosquito
indigenous fighter from scratch, albeit with loyal wingman and the various attritable and
input from allied nations. It
arrived at the decision following successful trials of the
indigenously-developed X-2
technology demonstrator.
F-X is receiving support
from a number of partner
companies. On December 18,
2020, Japan declared Lockheed Martin the “primary partner for technical assistance”
for the F-X program, specifically providing integration
JMOD released an image depicting a notional
support to prime contractor
F-X design in 2020 and named Mitsubishi Heavy
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Industries the prime contractor that same year.
(MHI). Lockheed Martin’s
participation centers on datalink connectiv- expendable drones under development. BAE
ity with U.S. equipment, which will be crucial Systems reportedly briefed the Indian Minisin securing bilateral interoperability. Some try of Defence on FCAS and Tempest at Aero
reports suggest that Lockheed will also assist India 2019, hoping to explore the potential
in developing an integrated radar and mis- for collaboration on Tempest, and then gave
sile system, a more maneuverable airframe a detailed commercial and financial presentadesign, low-observable features, and radar- tion in 2021.
absorbent materials.
Japan’s F-X and the Tempest program run
In parallel, the Japanese MoD (JMOD) has on almost parallel timelines, aiming for an
continued to drive collaboration with the UK in-service date in the mid-2030s. “They have
at the F-X sub-system level, with the aim of an F-X program that has a very similar timereducing development cost and mitigating frame to us, 2035,” said Royal Air Force Air
technical risk, and a number of joint programs Commodore Johnny Moreton. “The threat is
with the British have already started. Many very similar to the one that we are anticipating,
share technologies with the ongoing Tempest and in terms of an industrial nation, clearly,
sixth-generation fighter effort in Europe.
they sit at the top table, as do we.”
An Anglo-Italian “Team Tempest” partnerAt one time there were even hopes that
ship lies at the heart of the industrial group Japan might become a full member of Team
now developing the future combat air system Tempest and, while that didn’t happen, the
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JMOD has outlined a commitment to applying
“Tempest-like” digital engineering techniques
and technologies in the development of the
F-X. There is already significant co-operation
between the UK and Japan. “Joint development opportunities with Japan bring benefits
in terms of shared technology and program
development costs and helps us build a stronger strategic relationship with Japan,” a senior
British Tempest insider explained. Some of
the co-operation efforts have been ongoing
for some time.
The two countries launched a joint research
project studying beyond-visual-range air-to-air
missile technology in 2014, for example. The
UK provided some missile technologies from
MBDA’s Meteor long-range missile, while
Japan integrated advanced radio-frequency
(RF) seeker technologies developed for the
AAM-4B missile by Mitsubishi Electric Corporation. The Joint New Air-to-Air Missile
(JNAAM) program transitioned into a technology demonstrator project in Fiscal Year
2018, and trial production of a prototype
began. The partners expect to complete
the project during FY 2022, after which
they will evaluate the performance of
the missile and decide whether it should
be put into mass production.
As part of its fiscal year 2021 budget
request, the JMOD asked the Ministry of Finance for JPY1.2 billion ($11.4
million) to fund the co-development
of the JNAAM with the United Kingdom, including the production of a trial
batch of missiles. As well as equipping
the F-X, a production JNAAM could
arm Tempest and the Japanese and UK
F-35 Lightning II fighter fleets.
In February 2021, the ambitious “Jaguar” (Japan and Great Britain Universal
Advanced RF) project was briefly outlined.
Jaguar is a prospective, co-operative universal radio-frequency (RF) system understood
to combine the functions of radar, passive
radio-frequency detection, jamming, and
communications. It is not known how Jaguar
could fit in with the gallium nitride-based
active electronically scanned array radar
under development for F-X by Toshiba and
Fujitsu. This radar reportedly is to be fused
with an infrared and electromagnetic sensor.
Jaguar technology might form part of the
sensing solution for the Leonardo Integrated
Sensing And Non-Kinetic Effects (ISANKE)
system being developed for Tempest.
continues on page 28
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Urban air
mobility
to deliver
$4 billion
boost
by Charles Alcock
Adopting urban air mobility (UAM) could
generate S$4.18 billion ($3.1 billion) in
accumulative benefits to the Singapore
economy by 2030, according to a new
report published by eVTOL aircraft developer Volocopter. The Singapore Roadmap
proposes an initial network of four to six
vertiports to support tourist flights over
locations such as Marina Bay and Sentosa.
Subsequent air taxi services using the
German company’s all-electric two-seater
VoloCity eVTOL aircraft, and the four-passenger VoloConnect model, would provide
flights to Changi Airport and cross-border
trips to Malaysia and Singapore.
The VoloCity, which could enter service
around 2024, will fly to a range of 35 km (22
miles), while the VoloConnect would operate
up to 100 km (63 miles). The company is also
developing an autonomous cargo-carrying
eVTOL called the VoloDrone.
Volocopter has identified Singapore as one
of several likely earlier adopters of UAM. In
October 2019, the company demonstrated its
eVTOL technology demonstrator in Marina
Bay, where its ground infrastructure partner
Skyports erected a temporary vertiport.
The Roadmap document also reported
that 72 percent of local Singapore residents
surveyed expressed a high degree of interest
in flying in the VoloCity. Volocopter intends
to launch commercial services with a pilot
on-board, but eventually transition to autonomous operations.
Volocopter says it has been working
closely with the Civil Aviation Authority of Singapore and the Ministry of

Volocopter is planning an initial network of four to six vertiports to support electric vertical takeoff
and landing aircraft operations in Singapore.
Transport and the Economic Development
Board to prepare its plans to launch flights.
It claims to be the only prospective eVTOL
manufacturer so far to hold both the required
design and production organization approvals.
Singapore serves as the location for Volocopter’s Asia-Pacific regional headquarters
and the company also has established a joint
venture with Chinese carmaker Geely. The

company (German Pavilion C-L69) has publicly shown its technology demonstrator in
South Korea and participates in Japan’s Osaka
Roundtable UAM project.
“We believe the launch of UAM in Singapore will truly enhance the Lion City’s position as one of the most innovative cities in
the world,” said Volocopter chief commercial
officer Christian Bauer.

Hainan Airlines selects Collins sensors
A long-term agreement signed by Hainan
Airlines and Collins Aerospace will see the
airline upgrade its fleet of 500 Airbus A320
and A330 and Boeing 737NG aircraft with
new pitot and air data sensors. The agreement calls for Hainan Airlines’ Airbus fleet
to undergo retrofits with Collins’s 0851MC
pitot probe and the 737NGs with new Collins air data sensors.
The new pitot probes meet current FAA
and EASA ice crystal and mixed-phase
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icing requirements. “This will provide the
aircraft with improved performance during
icing conditions, enhance safety, and help
keep flights on time and on schedule,”
according to Collins. The air data sensors will help the airline’s 737NG’s “with
higher product reliability, cost savings,
and improved aircraft efficiency.” The
sensors measure airspeed, altitude, and
other critical parameters used for air data
computer calculations.
M.T.
Hainan Airlines
will retrofit its
Airbus A320
and A330 fleets
with Collins
0851MC pitot
probes and its
Boeing 737NGs
with new
Collins air data
sensors.
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China’s PLAAF: on multiple tracks
to become a modern air force
by Reuben F. Johnson
If one were to list the three factors responsible for the Chinese People’s Liberation Army
Air Force (PLAAF) emerging at the end of the
last century as a modern military organization, the answers would come in descending
order in terms of their impact: “Russia, Russia,
and Russia.”
The PLAAF’s first purchase of 24 Sukhoi
Su-27SK/UBK export models in the early
1990s represented the first step in its acquisition of real air power. The next major development came with the agreement in 1996 for
the Komsomolsk-on-Amur aviation plant
that produced the first off-the-shelf models
to establish a production line at Shenyang
Aircraft Corporation (SAC) in China’s Liaoning Province. The original contract called for
license assembly of 200 of the export model
of the Su-27—designated J-11 by the PLAAF—
at the facility.
But, by the end of 2004 and around 100
aircraft into the production run, SAC decided
to truncate the contract after the engineering
team at the Shenyang plant had succeeded
in reverse-engineering and copying the
Su-27SK design, now called J-11B in the Chinese configuration.
The Chinese playbook has allowed the
country to develop some of its own versions
of copies of the baseline Su-27 design—as
well as copies of the Su-30MK-series that the
PLAAF and the Chinese navy purchased later.

Apart from the FC-31/J-35 design, SAC has
largely been involved in developing multiple
derivatives of the different Sukhoi fighter configurations originally designed in Russia.

Next Generation
Sukhoi-Inspired Developments
Recent developments for the PLAAF involving the Russian airplane pedigree include
the heavily revised design of the S-30MK
known as the J-16D Howling Wolf electronic
warfare aircraft. SAC has taken the two-seat
configuration of the Su-30 and made several
modifications to the design. It has improved
the structure to carry heavier external stores,
but without an increase in the weight of the
aircraft thanks to the Chinese designers’
incorporation of a much higher percentage
of composites into the airframe. Some of
the composites used include radar absorbing materials (RAM) to reduce the radar
cross-section (RCS) of the aircraft.
The aircraft also gets its power from indigenous Chinese-built WS-10A jet engines—a
reverse-engineered variant of the Russian
Lyulka/SaturnAL-31F design that powers the
Su-27s acquired in the previous decades.
Primarily a suppression of enemy air
defenses (SEAD) platform, the aircraft represents an attempt by the Chinese to gain
an equivalent to the Boeing EA-18G Growler.
To accommodate the two-seat aircrew configuration and all of the new-generation
avionics installed for the EW missions,

A Sukhoi Su-35 appears at Airshow China, just prior to the
official decision by the PLAAF to purchase the aircraft.

engineers appear to have moved the front
seat slightly forward, which makes the
radome for the aircraft noticeably smaller
than the standard Su-30MK radar. The radar
also incorporates an active array (AESA)
design, whereas the Su-30MK aircraft in
Russia and in Chinese service use either a
passive (PESA) or a mechanically steered
(MSA) antenna array.
The EW equipment is the odd aspect of the
design. Rather than mounting the EW systems
internally or in conformal arrangements, the
J-16D has two ESM pods on the wingtips with
a row of blade antennas along the length of
the pod. Then, the inner wing pylons below
the air inlets carry four large and heavy jamming pods.
The aircraft first flew in 2015 but developers fitted it with the CETC KG600 pod seen
before on other aircraft. The only time the
J-16D appeared with the new pods was at the
2021 Air Show China expo, held as a “make-up”
date for the 2020 air show’s cancellation due
to COVID. Even then, the pods appeared on
the aircraft only when it initially arrived at
the Zhuhai aerodrome, as the PRC’s secretive security apparatus had the pods removed
before the show opened to the public.
The other major Sukhoi model is the Su-35
Super Flanker. The PLAAF acquired 24 of
them, the last delivery coming in 2018. Analysts expect the aircraft to dramatically affect
the capability of SAC and the other enterprises with which it cooperates.
The Su-35 comes equipped with a NIIP
N035 PESA radar set that offers more functionality than the N011M PESA design that
India acquired with its Su-30MKI aircraft.
The other major feature of the Su-35 is the
next-generation AL-41F1S/117S jet engine,
which the Russian design team describes as
a “deep modernization” of the AL-31F model.
Representatives from the Komsomolsk
plant have told AIN the two major subsystems—the new engine and the radar—constitute the entire reason for the Chinese acquiring
the Su-35 in the first place. “They intend
to take this Su-35 design and all of its new
on-board capabilities and reverse-engineer
continues on facing page
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Singapore’s Ametek adds Airbus A350 to MRO capabilities
Singapore-based MRO provider Ametek has
added the Airbus A350 to its list of airplane
models it maintains, extending the number
of airworthiness approvals to offer support
options for the type’s full suite of cargo and
galley heaters.
In recent years, the company’s new
investments to support aircraft such as the
A350 have helped it to execute its strategy
to expand the range of repair services to
airlines across the broader region, including
China and Japan.
“The A350 has a range of around 15,000
km, so it is hardly surprising that operators are choosing this aircraft to service
their long-haul routes,” said Dave Corish,

divisional vice president and general manager of Ametek Singapore. “As such, it is
crucial to be able to provide comprehensive maintenance solutions, particularly in
regions such as Asia-Pacific, where European- and U.S.-based MROs are not viable
repair options from a logistics point of view.”
Ametek Singapore will work with its sister
company Ametek Airtechnology Group to provide this additional global aftermarket support
for its suite of A350 electrical heaters. Ametek
Airtechnology Group specializes in the design,
development, and manufacture of thermal
management and motion control products.
According to Corish, the pandemic has
driven changes to Ametek’s overall strategy.

“We will be influenced by fleet retirements,
airline restructuring, and airline purchasing
strategies,” said Corish. “Many aviation businesses have seen a downturn in revenue
and will seize the opportunity to align their
businesses with the new aftermarket that
emerges post-pandemic. As OEMs look to
maximize opportunities on relatively new
platforms—such as the A350 and B787—
without significantly increasing their local
footprint, they will seek third-party MROs,
like Ametek, that have invested significantly
in local capabilities. These OEMs will be
interested in partnering on product repair
and licensing agreements, especially for
more mature product lines.”
G.P.

continued from facing page

them in the same manner that they did more
than twenty years ago with the Su-27,” said
one official.

Chengdu’s “Mighty Dragon”
While SAC has served as the lynchpin for
the development of aircraft based on Sukhoi
designs, the Chengdu Aircraft Corporation
(CAC) in the Sichuan province capital has
given birth to designs drawn from multiple
sources. The most famous—the J-20 “Mighty
Dragon”—appears to be a stealthy design in
the size and weight class of the U.S. F-22A.
The J-20 flew for the first time from the
aerodrome co-located with the CAC design
office in January 2011 during an official visit
to Beijing by then-U.S. Defense Secretary
Robert Gates. Although meant to herald China’s introduction to the “club” of nations that
build state-of-the-art fighter airplanes, the aircraft was powered by two of the Russian-made
Salyut/Lyulka AL-31F engines and not a newage design. The CAC design team in effect
used third-generation propulsion technology
developed in the 1980s to power a 21st century,
fifth-generation airplane.
One of the motivations behind the acquisition of the Su-35 lay with the chance it gave
designers at both CAC and SAC to see how
much of a difference the 117S next-generation engine would make in the performance
of the J-20. (For that reason, when the PLAAF

A reverseengineered variant
of the Russian
AL-31F engine that
powers the Su-27
and Su-30, the
Chinese-made
WS-10 engine powers the Shenyang
plant’s copy of the
Su-27, the J-11B.
acquired the Su-35s, they also ordered the
maximum number of spare engines per aircraft Russia would sell.)
Last year a Russian military affairs news site
published an analysis of the inability of the
Chinese to develop a new-generation engine:
the WS-15 Emei model, originally intended to
power the J-20. Plans called for that engine
to go on display at the 2018 Air Show China
in Zhuhai, Guangdong Province, but it never
appeared due to successive problems during
its test and validation.
Russian sources have reported that the WS-15
experiences “a sharp drop in thrust when the
temperature of the turbine section approaches
the maximum operating parameters.”

That could present a fatal performance
failure for a pilot in the middle of a fight, so
in the interim and until designers resolve the
WS-15’s flaws, the J-20 flies with a Chinesebuilt WS-10C engine, itself an improved
model of the WS-10A but still based on the
older AL-31F Russian design.
“This is the reason why the Chinese have
been trying to buy the Motor Sich aero-engine
enterprise here in Ukraine,” said the director
of one of the defense firms in Kiev. “They do
not want to keep buying engines from Russia
or trying to power new-generation fighters
with last generation’s technology. Until they
solve this problem their industry will not
reach its full potential.”
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Thai Airways said passenger and cargo revenue decreased 78.5 percent in the first nine months of
2021, compared with the same year-earlier period, following a suspension of many flights in 2020.

Thailand’s airlines in
struggle to beat Covid
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Pressures imposed by the coronavirus pandemic have only worsened the outlook for
Thailand’s airlines after more than a decade
of what many analysts consider mismanagement. “It’s a fragile situation in Thailand aviation,” Mayur Patel, OAG Aviation head of Asia
told AIN. “Thai carriers are not very healthy
or financially stable.”
Thai Airways filed for bankruptcy protection in May 2020, as the gravity of Covid
became clear. Holding a stake of just under 48
percent, the government quickly rescinded a
bailout. In June 2021, the Central Bankruptcy
Court in Bangkok approved a $12.9 billion
restructuring plan with existing creditors,
after the airline lost $4.5 billion in 2020.
According to the U.S. Department of
Trade, as of Sept. 30, 2021, the Thai Airways
fleet consisted of 103 active aircraft (including 20 Airbus A320-200s operated by Thai
Smile), equivalent to the number of aircraft
listed as of the end of calendar 2020, while
the flag carrier had 13 decommissioned
aircraft for sale, consisting of three Airbus
A340-500s, six Airbus A340-600s, one Airbus

A300-600, and three Boeing 737-400s.
“Passenger occupancy on international
flights to Thailand fell 95 percent in September 2021 compared with the previous
year, while hotels only filled 9 percent of
their rooms,” said management consultant
McKinsey on December 1. “Thailand’s travel
industry can seek growth by bundling product
offerings, promoting ecotourism and cultural
tourism, and investing in infrastructure in
destinations attractive to domestic tourists,
among other options.”
IBA Group senior analyst Finlay Grogan
said he does not see a once-and-for-all solution for Thai Airways. Despite cost-cutting
exercises such as usage-based lease concessions and divesting surplus aircraft, the crux
of the problem lay with the conservative
approach to border openings in key markets
such as Japan and China, which would continue to limit passenger revenue generation.
Thai Airways also has not grown at the same
pace as other areas of the economy due to the
fact that the government has given huge traffic
rights to Middle East carriers Qatar Airways,
Emirates Airline, and Etihad Airways to take
traffic into and out of Europe through their hubs.
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“The three Middle East carriers play a dominant
role in Thailand’s aviation by the way they push
traffic from east to west via their respective hubs
in the Middle East,” Patel said.
Privately-owned boutique airline Bangkok
Airways, whose sole purpose centers on carrying international traffic from partner airlines
into its network, remains well managed, he
added. “They have a sound model, and certainly
serve a purpose in providing international traffic
feed into Bangkok or other points, like Vietnam,
where international carriers have a number of
direct flights,” said Patel. “They’ve been quite
solid for some time.”
An update on regulations for entering the
country on the website of Thai Airways subsidiary Thai Smile said authorities would close
the Thailand Pass to all new applications for
quarantine-free travel to “Test and Go and
Sandbox” destinations (except Phuket) starting on December 22 until further notice. The
flag carrier originally established Thai Smile
in 2011 to combat high-cost routes where the
parent could not make money. “They were
deployed on particular sectors and considered
a hybrid model. There was a lot of confusion, as
to whether they were a low-cost, a new world
carrier, or a full-service carrier,” Patel said.
Based on the full-LCC model of parent
Vietnam’s VietJet, and in existence for almost
two decades, Thai VietJet has made inroads
in the domestic market and has managed to
take market share from Thai Airways and even
Thai Air Asia. NokScoot, a joint venture of
Nok and Singapore’s Scoot, dissolved in June
2020; Patel said the widebody low-fare carrier
never made money, weighed down by a fragile
business model and excessive debt.
“Thai airlines have been hit hard in 2021,
with most airlines undertaking some form
of restructuring due partly to the lack of government support,” Grogan told AIN. “IBA’s
intelligence platform, InsightIQ, indicates
total flight volumes from Thailand over the
January-November 2021 period were 77 percent lower than in 2019, with international
flights down 86 percent.
“We will be watching liquidity levels closely,
with the suspension of Test & Go and limited application of tourism sandboxes further
restricting key sources of operating cash
flow,” he added. “The industry will be materially smaller, as fleet rationalization will
continue in the short-to-medium term, and,
as we have seen elsewhere, simply re-hiring
staff at first glimpse of an uptick in demand
is not straightforward.”
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A Bangkok Airways ATR 72-600 lands at Sukhothaï Airport in northern Thailand.

Turboprops remain
vital to Asia-Pacific’s
connectivity
by Cathy Buyck and Chris Kjelgaard
Air traffic in the Asia-Pacific
region has recovered more slowly
from Covid-19 than that in most
other parts of the world, but ATR
and De Havilland Aircraft of Canada remain upbeat on their position in the region, where some
500 ATR 42/72s—37 percent of
the worldwide in-service ATR
fleet—and close to 250 Dash 8s
operate, respectively.
“I am quite optimistic,” ATR
head of sales for the Asia-Pacific
region Jean-Pierre Clercin told
AIN in an interview ahead of the
Singapore Airshow. ATR planned
to bring an ATR 72-600 to Singapore for display on the static line.
“The past two years have been difficult for the industry but, overall, our market has proven to be
resilient owing to its domestic
and community-serving nature,”
he said. Aviation recovery from
Covid-19 has taken a different
trajectory for domestic and international capacity, particularly in
Asia-Pacific, where domestic
capacity has recovered faster.

“Our customers did not have to of e-commerce, have emerged
deal with restrictions on cross-bor- from the pandemic and will drive
der travel,” Clercin noted. Up to 85 up demand for regional passenpercent of ATR operations serve ger and cargo aircraft, he added.
domestic routes and 40 percent Owing to its versatility and operof ATR operators fly essential ser- ational frugality, the European
vices, such as carrying food, health OEM’s twin-engine turboprops
care workers, and medication— are ideally suited to the changincluding Covid-19 vaccines—to ing landscape of regional mobilremote or isolated locations and ity, he asserted. “And we keep
improving the platform to bring
between islands.
Moreover, Clercin said he even more operational resilience
believes the Covid-19 downturn and further lower operating costs
has created new opportunities for airlines,” Clercin stressed, citfor the Franco-Italian turboprop ing the aircraft’s engine upgrade
manufacturer. For instance, in as the latest illustration of the
Nepal, ATR observed a trans- company’s strategy of delivering
fer from ground mobility to air continuous development of the
mobility as people preferred aircraft, “which had a very smart
to sit one hour in a controlled design from the beginning.”
environment on an airplane than
At November’s Dubai Airshow,
sitting seven hours on a bus. In ATR revealed it will re-engine the
New Zealand, which effectively 42- and 72-600 family with a new
closed its borders, passengers update of the Pratt & Whitney
spent their disposable income on Canada PW127 powerplant. The
travel within the country. In both new PW127XT engines, which
countries, the utilization rate of will become available this sumthe ATR fleets has exceeded pre- mer, allow a 20 percent reduction
Covid levels, according to Clercin. in maintenance costs compared
New behavioral trends, such as with the PW127M and will conhomeworking and the booming sume 3 percent less fuel than the
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M series burns, according to ATR
and P&WC.
ATR customers in Asia-Pacific
have shown a “strong interest” in
the engine upgrade, said Clercin,
confirming he also observes a keen
interest in the region for the ATR
42-600S short takeoff and landing (STOL) version. “The STOL
variant will allow use [of the ATR
42 aircraft] on even shorter runways,” he remarked. Air Tahiti, the
domestic airline of French Polynesia, became the first airline to
sign for the ATR 42-600S, during
the Paris-Le Bourget Airshow in
June 2019. Papua New Guinea’s
PNG Air followed a year later
with an order for three units, and
in November last year ATR inked
a letter of intent with Toki Air, a
new regional commercial airline in
Japan that plans to launch operations this year.
The 42-600S, currently under
development, will offer takeoff and landing capabilities on
runways as short as 800 meters
(2,624 feet)—compared with
1,050 meters (3,445 feet) for a
conventional version—with 40
passengers on board in standard flight conditions. Close to
500 airports have runways that
extend between 800 and 1,000
meters and could welcome the
ATR 42-600S; nearly a third
of those runways reside in the
Asia-Pacific region. The Covid
crisis has disrupted the initial
schedule by a few months and
the latest plans call for first flight
of the ATR 42-600S to take place
in 2023 rather than this year. ATR
expects first deliveries in the
beginning of 2025. The manufacturer has won orders for some 20
ATR 42-600Ss, including ten from
Dublin-based turboprop lessor
Elix Aviation Capital.
ATR will release 2021 orders and
deliveries later this month. At the
end of November, it had recorded
orders for 29 aircraft and delivered 16 aircraft, marking a clear
improvement on 2020, when it
ended the year with net orders for

operators with the Dash 8-400 P4
three airplanes and delivered just from Bombardier in 2019.
10 aircraft. The Toulouse-based
DHC’s global support appara- variant under development with
tus
remains active and not least PAL Aerospace. The Dash 8 P4
joint venture between Airbus and
Leonardo in December delivered in the Asia-Pacific market, where would “provide greater perforits 1,600th aircraft—a 68-seat ATR the Dash 8 family already projects mance and payloads for ISR and
72-600—to Air New Zealand. The a strong presence overall, DHC maritime patrol missions and is
national carrier participated in vice president of sales and mar- ideally suited to many existing
the development of the RNP AR keting Philippe Poutissou told and emerging requirements in the
0.3/0.3 approach technology on AIN. Over time, DHC intends to Asia-Pacific market,” said Poutissou.
the ATR aircraft.
expand that presence with “new,
DHC also sees potential
In January, ATR signed its first used, retrofit, and modifications” Asia-Pacific markets for other
order of the new year with the solutions for civil, military, and Dash 8-400 missionized versions,
national airline of the Maldives, governmental operators’ differ- such as the used aircraft converted into aerial-firefighting air
Maldivian. It plans to deliver two ing operational requirements.
“Despite
the
pandemic,
we
have
ATR 72-600s and one ATR 42-600
tankers for Conair, and the Dash
equipped with PW127XT engines seen the Dash 8 fleet grow in sev- 8-400 MRE, which offers multiple
to the South Asian airline later eral Asia-Pacific countries over the interior configurations for emerthis year.
past 12 months—in Nepal, Ban- gency responses—such as combi,
ATRs operate in almost all gladesh, India, Papua New Guinea, medevac, and full cargo interiors.
Asia-Pacific countries, with the
notable exception of mainland
DHC delivered the first of three new Biman
China. The European airframer
Bangladesh Dash 8-400s in November 2020.
sees a lot of scope for growth in
the country, mainly for 30-seat
turboprops to serve the country’s short-haul segment and the
50-seat turboprops to connect
regional airports. ATR expected
ATR 42-600 type certification
validation in China in autumn
2020 but it continues to wait for
the Civil Aviation Administration of China to sign off on the
permits. “Discussions are ongoing,” noted Clercin.
Over the last decade (20112020), ATR accounted for 76 per- and Australia,” said Poutissou.
“The Dash 8 [family] has also
cent of firm orders in the 50- to “We have also been working with been missionized for very special90-seat turboprop market, while operators in several other Asia- ized multirole missions including
the DHC Q400 held a 24 per- Pacific markets that are seeking to specialized transport; search and
introduce Dash 8 aircraft.”
cent share.
rescue; coastal surveillance; fishThe Q400’s new owner, De
While the current-generation eries monitoring; environmenHavilland Aircraft of Canada Dash 8-400 “has predominantly tal assessments; mapping of oil
(DHC), intends to defend its been used as a passenger airliner,” spills; reconnaissance; and opermarket position, even though the Dash 8-400 and previous Dash ations training,” said Poutissou.
production of new Dash 8-400s 8 models have become the favored
The Dash 8-400 has already
remains paused as the com- platforms for special mission oper- won certification to the new
pany continues its search for a ations—as evidenced by the many ICAO Chapter 14 and FAA stage 5
new location to build the turbo- Dash 8-300s and Dash 8-200s oper- noise standards, giving DHC conprops following the closure in ating globally in many non-airline fidence in exploiting new Dash 8
mid-2021 of its assembly line in roles, said Poutissou. “The Dash opportunities in noise-sensitive
Downsview, Ontario. DHC’s par- 8-400 is also an extremely capable airports. Beyond that, DHC sees
ent company, Longview Aviation platform for these roles and we are new Asia-Pacific sales opportuniCapital, acquired the rights to the actively growing this market oppor- ties arising for all Dash 8 models
entire Dash 8 program, including tunity,” he added.
as alternative propulsion technolthe 100, 200, and 300 series and
For instance, DHC specifically ogies mature.
“We expect that the market will
the 70- to 90-seat Q400 program is targeting Asia-Pacific military

start to convert to new propulsion
technologies toward the end of
the decade, such as the hydrogenelectric and hybrid-electric architectures we are developing with
partners ZeroAvia and Pratt &
Whitney Canada, respectively,”
said Poutissou. “Some Dash 8
operators will be in a position to
be—and are eager to become—
early adopters and we’d like to be
able to supply them with retrofit
and line-fit solutions,” he said.
Solid product support arrangements hold the key to DHC’s
future Asia-Pacific-region success. Following its split from
Bombardier, DHC has established
a dedicated De Havilland Canada
parts distribution network with
depots located in Singapore and
Sydney to support the existing
Asia-Pacific Dash 8 fleet. The
company has also expanded its
De Havilland Component Solutions program with new customers ANA and Link PNG.
To help bolster the support it
can provide, DHC has hired additional field service representatives, customer support managers,
and sales directors for the region.
DHC has also partnered with
experienced providers to operate authorized service facilities
for Dash 8 maintenance, repair,
and overhaul in India, China, and
Australia and five training centers
with Dash 8 simulators in Hyderabad, Tokyo, Melbourne, Sydney,
and Auckland.
ATR also has expanded its customer and aftermarket support
in the Asia-Pacific region. In May
last year, it strengthened its partnership with Skyways Technics’s
Malaysian branch, based in Kuala
Lumpur, with a new agreement
to facilitate the management of
repairs of sensitive structural
components such as repairs of
leading edges, flight controls, and
flaps. ATR established regional
spare parts distribution centers
in Auckland and Singapore, where
it also operates a training center
with an ATR -600 simulator.
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UK aerospace strives
to push past Covid
by Charles Alcock
Aerospace and defense industries
around the world have yet to fully
absorb the ongoing impact of the
Covid pandemic, as continued
twists and turns in the global
public health crisis make forecasting a precarious activity. But
that hasn’t deterred international
trade associations converging on
the Singapore Airshow to promote their member companies
and what their nations have to
offer by way of export potential,
partnerships, and inward investment opportunities.
Last month, the UK’s ADS
industry trade association
reported that aerospace manufacturing remained weak as 2021
closed, mainly due to continued
uncertainty in the air transport
sector caused by the outbreak
of the Omicron variant. The
organization, which represents
aerospace, defense, security, and
space companies, said that the
manufacturing output has continued to decline at marginal rates,
despite some improvement since
the summer of 2021. As of the end
of November, it remained 36.1
percent below its output in February 2020, just before health officials declared Covid a pandemic.
“It’s certainly premature to say
that an overall recovery from
Covid is underway,” CEO Kevin
Craven told AIN. “The industry is
recovering in some areas but it’s
slow, and we think it will be challenging to get back to 2019 figures
much before 2023 or 2024.”
For instance, even though order
activity for single-aisle airliners
appears to have heightened compared with six months ago, sales
remain around 40 percent down
on 2019 levels. The situation for

by 2050. In April 2021, the ATI
suspended new funding rounds,
indicating the government’s
promised but delayed publication
of an update to its FlyZero strategy
would specify new amounts.
On January 27, ATI published
a new report on zero-carbon aircraft technologies to make the
case for further investments and
a higher development priority for
UK companies to demonstrate
leadership in pursuit of the country’s FlyZero commitment. This
included a proposal for a hydrogen-powered 75-seat regional
airliner, but made no mention of
possible new government funding

projections made last year, backed
by Treasury commitments running
through 2031. But, again, the industry body is still awaiting final confirmation in the coming months on
the granular detail of government
military spending.
widebody aircraft is worse, at
Regardless of any ongoing
uncertainties back in London,
around 55 percent below par.
ADS is here in Singapore jointly
Beyond the order books, aerospace companies continue to
exhibiting with 13 member compastruggle with supply chain blocknies looking to promote the UK’s
ages and skills shortages that
long-established aerospace brand.
Covid has exacerbated, with assoDespite uncertainties brought
about by the country’s Brexit
ciated costs rising at the same
departure from the European
time as the supply and demand
Union, with the associated dislocurve steepens. “So there’s a
capacity issue too, and the ability
cation from EASA’s aviation safety
governance and import/export
complexities, ADS still feels there
is a compelling case for inward
investment in the aerospace sector, as exemplified by the U.S.based Spirit AeroSystems group’s
recent acquisition of the former
Bombardier factory in Belfast,
Northern Ireland, where it makes
wings for the aircraft that is now
being delivered as the Airbus A220
(formerly Bombardier’s CSeries).
Overall, UK state financial support for its aerospace sector has
proved meager compared with
Spirit AeroSystems makes wings for the Airbus A220 airliner at the Belfast,
that of rivals such as France and
Northern Ireland, factory it acquired from Bombardier.
the U.S., being measured in hundreds
of millions rather than bilof the supply chain to accelerate to support this and other work.
lions.
Total
amounts announced
production rates to respond to
“The transition to sustainable
an uptick in demand is limited aviation is a key issue for the in 2020 and 2021 came to around
for now,” Craven added while industry and an important part £490 million ($660 million). By
insisting that overall he remains of the Covid recovery,” Craven comparison, the French governoptimistic about prospects for explained. “We’re working closely ment, in response mainly to the
this year and beyond.
with the [UK] Jet Zero Council to Covid crisis, has pledged closer to
Government support is more further this agenda and we’re very $17 billion. Last September, the
than usually critical under the cir- pleased with the collaborative Biden Administration committed
cumstances, as many ADS member nature of the initiatives. As long $482 million in new funding for
companies eagerly await confir- as it is still funded [through ATI] U.S. aircraft manufacturers, on top
mation of how much funding will there is a great opportunity here. of many more millions provided
become available through the next Society will want to continue to fly through channels such as NASA.
round of investment channeled so we have to provide the means
Thirteen UK companies,
through the Aerospace Technol- for people to do this sustainably, including BAE Systems and ejecogy Institute (ATI). Much of the and if we don’t there could be tion seat specialist Martin Baker,
effort concentrates on endeav- societal challenges around accep- occupy the ADS exhibit area at
ors to help British companies to tance [of air transport].”
the Singapore Airshow. Both the
exploit the opportunities associWith political pressure on public U.S. Aerospace Industries Assoated with the UK government’s spending in the wake of Covid, ADS ciation (AIA) and France’s GIFAS
declared objective of achieving still feels it can count on its govern- aerospace group also committed
net-zero emissions for aviation ment to honor defense spending to a significant presence.
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China’s general aviation
market resumes growth trend
by Peter Shaw-Smith

DAVID McINTOSH

Business and general aviation services provider Asian Sky Group expects China general
aviation annual flight hours to increase to
just over 1.1 million in 2021, a net increase of
3.5 percent over the 2019 figure. Strict Covid
rules for much of the past two years have kept
China closed to international travel, but the
domestic aviation market has flourished in a
targeted zero-Covid environment.
The forecast would suggest a dramatic
improvement after 2020 saw a fall in hours of
8 percent on the year-earlier figure. By June
of last year, fleet size had grown 4 percent in
six months, to 3,066 aircraft, ASG’s China GA
Report 2021 said. Although China’s general aviation market is small relative to the country’s
size, growth prospects appeared robust, the
U.S. International Trade Administration (ITA)
said in August.
The ITA expects general aviation flying
hours to reach 6.3 million hours by 2035, up
from 984,000 hours in 2020. Some sources
had claimed demand reached a total of
$29 billion in 2020. Concerns, however, Despite challenges facing operation of light aircraft in China, interest remains high, as evidenced by
remained over the military’s control of Chi- the crowded ramp at the annual ABACE show, last held in 2019 due to the Covid pandemic.
nese airspace. “Due to its size, China has
many remote areas with limited transporta- Civil Aviation Flight University of China
At the end of 2020, ASG said the total
tion infrastructure,” the ITA said. “In these (CAFUC) ranked as the top turboprop and number of Chinese civil aviation pilot
areas, general aviation investments can be a piston fixed-wing operator in China with licenses reached just under 70,000. From
cost-effective solution for the movement of some 280 aircraft.
2017 to 2019, annual growth in pilot licenses
goods and people.”
“There are currently 33 general aviation air- stood at around 10 percent, a figure that
By mission, 65 percent of China’s GA craft manufacturers in mainland China that dropped to 2 percent in 2020. As of June,
fleet serves flight training roles, 26 percent have obtained a domestic production certif- China had 346 certified, and 195 uncertified,
utility and air tourism, and 9 percent com- icate,” ASG said. “Amongst these companies, GA airports.
muting and charter, according to ASG. By 19 manufacture their own aircraft. China’s
Lowe said he expected to see urban air
category, turboprops or piston-engine pow- self-manufactured AG600, GA20, and JH-2 mobility (UAM) actively contributing to Chiered airplanes account for 52 percent of the have all made significant progress.”
na’s GA market in a period as short as the next
3,066-strong fleet, while helicopters comprise
Jeffrey Lowe, Hong Kong-based ASG’s two years. “UAM will probably come to China
34 percent, business jets 12 percent, and “oth- CEO, told AIN that China’s regulators have sooner than others as there is no legacy infraers” 2 percent.
shown a positive attitude toward general avi- structure that they have to work around,” he
Textron remained the highest-ranked ation, projecting a mindset of getting people explained. “Developing countries in the world
OEM in the fixed-wing turboprop and pis- into aviation early. “The Chinese government jumped straight to mobile networks—they
ton segment with a 30 percent market share. realizes they need grass-roots growth too,” had no fixed-line systems. China has the same
Among Textron’s aircraft, the Cessna 172 he said. “They are putting in place the reg- opportunity in aviation. In Western China,
and Cessna 208 were the most popular ulatory environment, opening the airspace, Mongolia for example, these areas could see a
piston and turboprop models, respectively, building airports, and trying to encourage jump straight to UAM—certainly initially for
ASG said. The Guanghan, Sichuan-based future job opportunities in aviation.”
some essential services and logistics.”
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Thales sees promise
for Asian air mobility
by Chris Kjelgaard
With an urban population set to double by
2050 in a part of the world already dotted
with enormous metropolitan complexes, the
Asia-Pacific region ranks among the most
promising for the development of urban air
mobility (UAM) markets and associated control systems, according to Thales Group.
Citing Thales’s credentials as a company that has worked on UAM systems and
unmanned traffic management (UTM) solutions for many years, company v-p of strategy, product policy, and innovation Marc
Duval-Destin reckons “the Asian market is…
particularly suited to the eVTOL adventure.”
The region’s large cities with saturated road
networks will render UAM transport particularly important, he said. At the same time,
areas of poor ground-transportation infrastructure make for “hardly accessible regional
links” within and between many Asia-Pacific
nations. “Many eVTOL initiatives were born
in China, Japan, Singapore, Korea, and Australia and those countries are particularly active
in eVTOL market development,” explained
Duval-Destin.
Singapore serves as a good example, he
added. A nation in which Thales has been
present since 1973, Singapore now hosts
2,100 Thales employees and four corporate
facilities, as well as the first multi-disciplinary

innovation center outside Europe, Thales’s
R&D activities include unmanned aerial system (UAS) and UTM system development.
This work stems from Thales’s long-running
production of avionics and air traffic management (ATM) systems in Singapore, including
its contracts to provide Changi Airport with
Thales’ LORADS III ATM solutions. Through
a joint Aviation Innovation Research Lab,
Thales now partners with the Civil Authority
of Singapore to develop an open ATM architecture and accelerate ATM digitization.
“Combining avionics, ATM, and digital
identity expertise, we have engaged activities in Singapore to secure drone development through ScaleFlyt Remote ID,” said
Duval-Destin. “This drone and UAM virtual
license plate, which weighs just 70 grams, uses
5G-to-LTE-M cellular networks to accurately
track, identify and monitor the status of each
air vehicle in flight. It is an essential element
to enable traffic management.”
In Singapore, Thales also has collaborated
with H3 Dynamics since 2018 “to bring safe
and transparent drone automation as a next
chapter in unmanned aerial operations and
as a key enabling dimension in the future of
urban air mobility,” said Duval-Destin. The
work involved H3 Dynamics and Thales testing
“a real-time autonomous drone flight-monitoring system in an urban environment in Singapore,” he explained.

Thales is pursuing opportunities to support electric vertical takeoff and landing aircraft to serve Asian
cities that face saturated road networks.
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The trial combined H3 Dynamics’ DBX
autonomous drone charging box and a drone
electronically registered and identified using
Thales’s Remote Identification tracker under
the management and monitoring of the
Thales UAS Airspace Management solution.
“[As a result], safe monitoring of urban and
beyond visual line of sight (BVLOS) drone
operations are now a real near-term possibility,” he explained.
Building on that work, Thales has created
TopSky-UAS, an unmanned traffic management platform that facilitates interoperability
with existing ATC systems,” said DuvalDestin. “Collaborative by design, TopSkyUAS interconnects every part of current and
future drone ecosystems, from air navigation service providers to city, regional, and
national authorities.”
The company believes unmanned, autonomously piloted operations will prove integral to the future of the eVTOL UAM market,
which by 2035 could reach 20,000 aircraft and
could more than double by 2040, reaching
45,000 vehicles, resulting in yearly revenues
of $16 billion, said Duval-Destin.
As a result, one of Thales’s core UAMdevelopment activities involves “offering
autonomy solutions as an asset for UAM operations,” he added. Its expertise in avionics
and air traffic management makes helping
its customers to define the right regulatory
and standards environments another Thales
UAM-development priority.
Thales’s UAM-development strategy
concentrates on cooperation with other
companies that can provide other enabling
technologies to go with the traffic management, flight-control, power-generation, and
power-conversion systems Thales’ itself
offers. “We have initiated cooperation with
players across the globe,” said Duval-Destin.
“A number of them remain confidential but
our partnerships range, for instance, from
startups such as Flying Whales, developing a giant heavy-lift airship, to traditional
aviation leaders as Airbus and Bell for their
eVTOLs, and also with end-customers such
as utilities suppliers like Terega for gas-pipeline inspection by drone,” he said. “We also
cooperate with leading system suppliers such
as Diehl Aerospace.”
Thales and Diehl plan to propose dedicated
flight control systems for the UAM market
and Airbus has selected them jointly to supply the electrical flight controls for the future
CityAirbus NextGen air taxi.

OCEAN INFINITY

The Seabed Constructor operated by Ocean Infinity served as the mothership for a search for the
MH370 wreckage by autonomous underwater vehicles.

Latest aid in search
for MH370 discounted
by Chris Pocock
Eight years after Malaysia Airlines Flight 370
disappeared, authorities have come to no firm
conclusions about why and exactly where the
airplane went down. Theories abound on
both counts. The search for the Boeing 777’s
probable last resting place at the bottom of
the southern Indian Ocean has proved long,
complicated, and expensive. So when a British engineer claimed recently to have devised
a new method of locating the last airborne
moments of MH370 more precisely, and hence
the location of the wreckage, new headlines
about the extraordinary disappearance have
re-emerged. The trouble is other investigators
who have devoted much time and expertise to
the matter do not find his method credible.
Richard Godfrey claims that a little-known
database created by amateur radio enthusiasts
can track flight paths. The Weak Signal Propagation Reporter (WSPR) network contains
messages opportunistically transmitted on
the high frequency (HF) radio bands to evaluate propagation conditions. Receivers log the
message content, the transmitter callsign and
location, along with the signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N), frequency, and frequency drift of the
messages as received.
Godfrey theorizes that the interactions of
the radio waves with aircraft cause anomalies
in the S/N and frequency, even if they are flying

thousands of miles away from the sender or
receiver. He is trawling the massive WSPRnet
database with special software to identify and
analyze the signals close to the time of MH370’s
disappearance. He said that WSPR data on an
HF radio transmission between Switzerland
and Australia have already identified MH370
while it was still being tracked by radar over the
Gulf of Thailand.
Godfrey is a former member of the MH370
Independent Group (IG) of engineers and scientists aiding authorities trying to determine
MH370’s fate. “A number of contributors, both
IG members and others, have analyzed the
WSPRnet data and not found anything that
can be described as the detection of an aircraft,” said Don Thompson, a member of the
group. He told AIN that the received S/N of HF
transmissions constantly changes and that the
messages propagate by means of ionospheric
refraction in paths that are too diffuse for practical use as a location tool. Moreover, the signal
strengths are far too weak at long distances.
Prior to this latest controversy, some of the
independent investigators attempted to define
more accurately the aircraft’s flight path before
and after it apparently set its final course. They
used raw radar data that Malaysian ATC gathered as MH370 flew over the Strait of Malacca.
A gap of knowledge exists between the last
radar trace and the first of the position plots
made possible by the aircraft’s automatic

“handshakes” with the Inmarsat ground station
in Perth. In addition to filling that gap, they
hoped their new analysis could reduce potential errors in the frequency offset calculations
by Inmarsat. Meanwhile, the group re-examined fuel consumption data for the Boeing 777.
Thompson told AIN that none of the work
has identified any new areas of ocean that
crews should search.
In 2018, oceanographic survey specialist
Ocean Infinity used autonomous multisensor
underwater vehicles to comb an area larger
than authorities originally searched and
found nothing. But, Thompson added, the
searched areas might well still hide the wreckage because the seabed topography made it a
challenge to operate the vehicles at an optimal
altitude above the seabed.
Most serious investigators concluded
long ago that the circumstantial evidence
that points to “murder-suicide” by MH370’s
Captain Zahari was too strong to ignore. The
original Malaysian air accident investigation,
conducted as an ICAO Annex 13 process,
closed without reaching a conclusion. So
did a long supplementary report issued in
mid-2018 before the Malaysian investigation
team disbanded. But it did state that the three
unexplained turns that placed the Boeing 777
on course for a watery ending “are difficult
to attribute to any system failures.” Rather, it
said, “It is more likely that such maneuvers
are due to the systems being manipulated.”
The supplementary report also discussed
the result of a search of Zahari’s home by the
Malaysian police. It found a route resembling
the airliner’s known diversion path on his personal flight simulator. Despite that, the Malaysian lead investigator told a press conference
that the loss of MH370 could not “have been
an event committed by the pilot.”
Meanwhile, the many theories about the
disappearance continue to recirculate. While
one can dismiss many of them, the question
of Zahari’s motivation for a murder-suicide
remains obviously critical. Not long after the
disappearance, his wife and daughter revealed
that family relationships had broken down. In
2015, AIN noted the possibility that his disillusionment with Malaysian politics might have
been a factor. Then came credible suggestions
that Zahari was clinically depressed. The supplementary report mentioned chronic pain
Zahari suffered after he damaged his vertebrae
in an accident, raising the question: had he
been taking pain-relieving drugs that induced
psychotic episodes? The mystery endures.
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India on
its way to
brighter
future
by Peter Shaw-Smith
While the International Air Transport Association’s 2017 projection that India would
become the world’s fifth-largest air transport market by 2025 and the third-largest
by 2036 appears likely to lag thanks to the
coronavirus pandemic, it did much to spur
optimism in its aviation sector’s potential.
However, there remain several pitfalls ahead,
including weaknesses in government policy,
ease of doing business, and travel and tourism competitiveness.
Last year, the country saw total traffic fall
to 115.4 million domestic and international
passengers from 341 million in 2020, according to data provided by the India Brand Equity
Foundation (IBEF). Recent forecasts indicate
passenger numbers will likely fall to less than
100 million in 2022 as India continues to
impose sweeping pandemic restrictions.
Sidanth Rajagopal, a partner and member of
the K&L Gates aviation finance team in London and Dubai, told AIN that though India’s
aviation sector was growing, progress remained
slow. Implementing a sound plan from its start,
IndiGo had avoided other airlines’ troubles.
“You are seeing airlines surviving and excelling,
despite the failures of others,” he said. “From a
cultural point of view, historically, flying in India
was seen as a prerogative of the rich. It’s only
over the past 10 years that it’s suddenly become
accessible to the common man.”
In October, the Tata Group announced the
acquisition of 100 percent of state-owned Air
India, along with subsidiary Air India Express.
Rajagopal said Air India’s success was not
assured given the $7 billion of losses incurred
by previous management.
IndiGo stands out: according to the Directorate General of Civil Aviation, for the month
of September 2021, it controlled a 56.2 percent
market share, SpiceJet 8.5 percent, Air India

Boeing 787 operator Vistara, a joint venture of Tata Sons and Singapore Airlines established in
2013, has gained a reputation for quality of service.
12.1 percent, Go Air 8.2 percent, Air Asia India
5.8 percent, and Vistara 8.7 percent. Jet Airways is attempting a comeback, while start-up
Akasa Air ordered 72 Boeing 737 Max aircraft
at the Dubai Airshow last November ahead of
service launch in mid-2022.

Airport Growth
As of early 2021, the Airports Authority of
India managed 125 airports, of which 90
remained operational, according to the IBEF.
Projections for 2040 call for a total of 200 airports in India.
The government designed its Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) to democratize aviation and create new routes and destinations.
However, Rajagopal stressed the difficulty
inherent in proposing to investors that they put
money into facilities in Tier Three, Tier Four, or
Tier Five cities and towns, and characterized
the idea that investors could commit billions of
dollars simultaneously up and down the country to boost infrastructure as fanciful.
“Population is India’s biggest gift and curse,”
he said. “A small town can have a bigger population than certain cities in other parts of the
world. Connecting them through air transport
is the only way you can develop India to replicate connectivity in the U.S. aviation market,
which is enormous. That’s what India needs:
the RCS is the right way forward, or a form of
the right way forward.”
IBA analyst Finlay Grogan told AIN Indian
commercial aviation had lagged in both
demand and supply. Airlines long suffered
from high input costs related to fuel, goods
and services taxes, and Rupee weakness,
which affects U.S. dollar-denominated aircraft leasing expenses. Whereas the size of
the global leased fleet reached 50 percent
during the Covid pandemic, Indian carriers
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lease some 73 percent of their aircraft, IBA’s
analysis platform InsightIQ shows.
“These factors drive up input costs, typically limiting the headroom airlines have to
stimulate demand in what is an extremely
price-sensitive market, with low fares yielding
thin margins,” said Grogan.
Simon Wong, a partner at law firm Stephenson Harwood in Hong Kong, told AIN that the
growth of civil aviation in India depends on the
growth of the middle class. India’s population
and geographical spread rivals those of China,
but the size of its fleet, at around 700 aircraft,
remains a small fraction of China’s 6,000.
“Indian airlines are going through a degree
of consolidation,” he said. “It would be interesting to see how the aviation ambition of the
resourceful Tata plays out, now that it owns
three airlines: Vistara, AirAsia India, and Air
India group. Tata now controls some 232 aircraft through whereas Indigo operates some
265 aircraft. The two rivals together make up
more than 75 percent of India’s fleet.”
Rajagopal was quick to praise airport planners when merited. “Delhi is one of the best
airports in the world,” he said. “It is enormous
and very efficient. I have landed in Delhi, and
from the airplane to the taxi has taken me 20
minutes. The same thing in Heathrow has
taken me four-and-a-half hours.”
Grogan said that while structural shortterm challenges would remain, reasons for
optimism exist looking to the longer-term.
“IndiGo is potentially poised to ease the country’s reliance on foreign carriers for international services; the government’s intent
to create a domestic leasing sector, and the
recent redrawing of the airline landscape, with
Tata’s acquisition of Air India, and the establishment of Akasa Air make India a market to
watch closely,” he concluded.

Embry-Riddle adding dedicated
aviation institute in Singapore
by Peter Shaw-Smith
Singapore-based Embry-Riddle
Aeronautical University (ERAU)
Asia plans to increase its student
body by 40 percent post-Covid
and to open a new dedicated private education institution on the
island named ERAU Asia Institute to reduce its reliance on local
partner academies.
“Huge growth potential exists,
because there’s such a large,
growing aviation industry in Asia,”
Matthew Flaherty, vice-chancellor and head of ERAU Asia, told
AIN. “Airlines are growing; airports are being built all over the
place. To support that, pilots,
air traffic controllers, and airport managers are needed. This
is repeated across Asia, and
that doesn’t even include China.
China is an entire market in itself.
Even if you take China out of the
equation, there’s still such a great
opportunity for growth.”
ERAU Asia operates under the
U.S.-based institution’s “Worldwide” campus model, with more
than 100 locations. Main campuses operate in Daytona Beach,
Florida, and Prescott, Arizona,
while others call metro areas,
such as Orlando, Los Angeles,
San Diego, and Seattle home. Still
others cater to members of the
U.S. military.
In Singapore, aviation has
blossomed, evidenced in the
five-fold increase in the number of institutions devoted to
the discipline, from three to at
least 15 in a decade, Flaherty said.
Embry-Riddle established ERAU
Asia in Singapore in 2010, and
teaching began in January 2011.
The student body has grown
from 50 to about 500 today. But

Students benefit from hands-on training at ERAU Asia’s ATC lab.
for Covid-19, another 200 would
likely have joined.
“We’ve graduated over the
years just over 600 students from
the different degree programs,”
he noted. “Our Singapore campus graduates enjoy about a 92
percent placement rate. They’re
very quickly taken on by industry,
which is eager to hire our students at various levels.”
ERAU focuses on bachelor’s
and master’s degree programs and
also offers Ph.D. options. About 90
percent of students study in bachelor’s programs; many graduate
with a bachelor’s in aeronautics
and a specialization or minor in
aviation maintenance. Smaller
numbers take recently launched
engineering or business analytics
programs. At 85 percent of the
total, younger students study fulltime; the rest take evening classes
or study on weekends.
“Over the last 10 years, we’ve
taken the opportunity to grow

our presence in a part of the
world that’s really exciting
when it comes to aviation,”
Flaherty said. “There is great
growth potential, and that’s part
of the reason we chose Singapore. We wanted a location that
was business-friendly and that
had a strong position on education, which it certainly is and
has. The people of Singapore are
really the only natural resource
here. There’s a great commitment to education and training.”
A third of ERAU’s Singapore
students go into airlines and airport management, such as operations or human resources. A third
go into MRO, given the number
of job opportunities that exist
in Singapore. Another third take
jobs in air traffic control and regulation or work in ancillary aviation support industries.
Not all Asia campus students
train to become pilots. A flight
training option exists, but ERAU

does not offer it in Singapore;
they do academic work in Singapore, and then go to Daytona
Beach to take flying courses over
a 12-month period. “There’s certainly a demand for pilots, but a
lot of our students are going into
the MRO industry,” said Flaherty.
ERAU Asia partners with Singapore Aviation Academy (SAA),
Singapore University of Social
Sciences, and the Entrepreneurial
Resource Center Institute (ERCi)
to deliver its programs.
Through SAA, it offers parttime, blended-delivery graduate
programs for working professionals, while at ERCi, students earn
part-time and full-time undergraduate degrees.
About 75 percent of students
are Singaporean, but the number of international students,
often from Indonesia, Malaysia, or South Korea, continues
to rise. “India and Sri Lanka
continues on next page
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probably comprise some of our
largest represented countries in
Singapore,” explained Flaherty.
“We’ve only been focused on the
international aspect of growing
the campus for about the last
five years. Singapore is a relatively small market in the grand
scheme of things in Asia and
home to only 5.5 million people. There’s a huge opportunity
for us to grow the size of our
campus in Singapore once we
start to bring in more international students. Travel restrictions have impacted our ability
to bring them in. We’re always
open to another physical presence in Asia if the right opportunity presents itself.”
ERAU also maintains partnerships with universities in Korea
(Korea Aerospace University)
and China (Chongqing Jiaotong

Students at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University Asia in Singapore get
exposed to the latest technology as part of their aeronautical studies.
University), offering dual enrollment and student exchange. “We
have very close partnerships with
institutions that are also, like
Embry-Riddle, doing aviation
training and education in places

like Korea, Japan, and China,” he
said. “We see those more as areas
where we could partner as opposed
to looking at them as competition.”
Full-time students sometimes
take online classes to shorten

degree time to three years or
less. Embry-Riddle has provided
online learning for many years,
starting in the late 1990s; even
before that, it offered correspondence and distance learning.
Covid-19 put ERAU at a huge
advantage because it had already
established a learning management system designed for delivery either in-classroom or online
via the Worldwide campus.
“Even before Covid, online was
a rapidly expanding area at EmbryRiddle,” said Flaherty. “Students
enjoy flexibility and can attend
class wherever they are in the
world. People in aviation, particularly pilots, are global: for them,
having to be in one place at a particular time each week can be difficult.
Online allows study as schedules
permit. We’ve seen quite a bit of
growth in the online area and we
see that continuing.”

Spirit AeroSystems touts expanding aftermarket business
Spirit AeroSystems comes to the Singapore
Airshow with a new organizational structure, a new joint venture, and an acquisition under its belt that will help its recently
announced aftermarket division expand
MRO services and spares support in the
Asia-Pacific region.
In a bid to further diversify and grow its
business, the Wichita, Kansas-based aerostructures supplier announced last September a reorganization that created three
primary business divisions: commercial,
defense and space, and aftermarket, which
it expects to drive strategic plans across the
divisions, diversify its customer base, and
de-lever the company’s balance sheet to
increase margins. Spirit wants to achieve a
40-40-20 revenue split between commercial, defense and space, and aftermarket
divisions, respectively.
Leading the new aftermarket division is
senior v-p Kailash Krishnaswamy, who told
AIN that two acquisitions last year will help

it reach its revenue growth goal and expand
its market share in the Asia-Pacific region.
“Asia-Pacific has traditionally been underserved in my view and underpenetrated so
far,” Krishnaswamy said. “And the reason
for that is primarily we don’t really have
a local solution for Asia-Pacific. We have
repair stations in Wichita, Dallas, and Belfast. The Asian customer essentially has to
send and ship its repairs halfway around
the world. So it was always tough to penetrate that market. We are changing all that
with partnerships in the region.”
Spirit’s market penetration efforts have
seen it pursue partnerships in mainland
China and the Middle East as well as a
joint venture (JV) in Taiwan with Evergreen
Aviation Technologies (EGAT), which the
Wichita-based company announced last
April. Through the JV, Spirit and EGAT will
create Spirit Evergreen Aftermarket Solutions (SEAS), transferring repair capabilities to SEAS and increasing manufacturing
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expertise and services to airlines and
freight operations in the region. “It’s going
to be a pretty decent-sized facility once it’s
all certified and done,” explained Krishnaswamy. “Now, once you have a local solution a customer in Malaysia doesn’t have
to ship it 24 hours into Wichita. They only
need to ship it four hours by flight. If we
set up these local solutions for our regional
customers, we believe we can bring in the
sales. So that’s how we plan to grow.”
The JV with EGAT also followed an
acquisition earlier that month of composite repair specialist Applied Aerodynamics
in Dallas, which expanded Spirit’s aftermarket capabilities especially with radome
repair, Krishnaswamy noted. In addition
to radome repair, the Applied acquisition
added expertise in the composite repair of
flight controls, slats, flaps, spoilers, ailerons,
winglets, and main landing gear doors for
the Boeing 737, 747, 757, 767, 787, and Airbus A320 and A321 models.
J.S.
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(right) and Hirwan
Bin Manap service a
737 flight simulator at the Boeing
Commercial Training
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campus.

Boeing Global Services
targets Asia opportunities
by Gregory Polek
Supply chain disruption largely resulting from
the fallout from the Covid pandemic continues
to create problems for aircraft manufacturers
and their airline customers. The situation has
challenged the Boeing Global Services (BGS)
team to proactively respond to difficulties
encountered by some suppliers and sub-tier
contractors, Dan Abraham, the business unit’s
v-p of commercial services sales and marketing,
told AIN ahead of the Singapore Airshow.
“We are closely coordinating operational
contingency plans to maintain business continuity and mitigate risks across the supply
chain and continue to monitor the dynamic
situation in affected regions and around the
world as we navigate this challenging time
together as an industry,” said Abraham.
While the Asia-Pacific region hasn’t
escaped the effects of supply chain disruptions, BGS’s strong presence there reflects
the company’s belief that Southeast Asia
and adjacent regional markets will continue
to progress toward a solid commercial aviation market recovery. According to Abraham,
some of the fastest-growing commercial services markets reside in Southeast Asia, and
Boeing thinks the number of its airplanes
there could double over the next five to 10
years, creating corresponding demand for
aftermarket services required to support
those fleets. Boeing estimates that AsiaPacific countries also will require commercial

aircraft aftermarket services valued at $3.7
trillion over 20 years.
“As the industry works to recover to prepandemic levels, many airlines in this region
have implemented beneficial changes to their
networks and business strategies,” said Abraham. “And while vaccination rates and new
waves of the pandemic may challenge some

areas in the near-term, Boeing’s forecast
anticipates that the region’s long-term growth
drivers for air travel will remain solid.”
In terms of flight operations, customers
used Boeing’s crew and operations planning
programs to manage the schedules of more
than 460,000 crew members flying on more
than 9,700 airplanes prior to the pandemic.
As Covid-19 disrupted crew schedules, those
crew and operations planning tools have
proved vital to adapting to the volatility,
allowing global airlines to quickly re-plan
and optimize resources, understand effects,
and reduce costs, explained Abraham.
Boeing sees an eventual return to a longterm growth trajectory resulting in an annual
fleet growth of 3.1 percent. By 2040 it expects
the global fleet to reach 49,405 airplanes, driving a need for well over 2 million pilots, cabin
crew, and mechanics over the next 20 years.
“Our global network of simulators and training
centers is well-positioned to take advantage of
this continued growth,” said Abraham. “This
same growth trend will drive our parts businesses, both managed parts businesses, where
we use the scope and scale of our customer
base to lower the risk and capital outlay of our
customers as well as our transactional parts
business, where we keep airplanes flying every
day through our industry-leading availability
and on-time delivery.”

BOC selects Leap engines for A320neo order
Singapore-based leasing group BOC Aviation on Tuesday ordered eight shipsets
of CFM International’s Leap-1A engines to
power Airbus A320neo airliners on order
with delivery scheduled in 2023. The companies signed the agreement during this
week’s Singapore Airshow.
Once the turbofans get delivered, CFM, a
joint venture between France’s Safran and GE
Aviation of the U.S., will power 486 aircraft
in BOC’s portfolio, which the manufacturer
has supported since 1998. “This contract
signifies our continued confidence in the
CFM Leap engine and reflects our customers’
satisfaction with the Leap-powered A320neo
aircraft as an efficient and reliable airframe
and engine combination,” said BOC Aviation
managing director and CEO Robert Martin.
This week, CFM announced the
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appointment of Karl Sheldon as its new
executive vice president. He is replacing Allen Paxon, who has served in the
role since May 2014 and has now been
assigned to GE Aviation as vice president
for commercial programs strategy. C.A.

BOC’s Martin celebrates with GE Aviation
commercial engine ops v-p Kathy MacKenzie.
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Regional
prospects
grow for
Boeing
Defense
by David Donald
Boeing Defense, Space & Security (BDSS)
is predicting defense opportunities in the
Asia-Pacific region to reach around $70 billion
over the next five years, a result of area-wide
increases in defense investment to counter
growing influences and meet rising political
tensions. The company’s range of products
and services is well-placed to capture a significant portion of that business in areas such as
fighters and trainers, vertical lift and attack
helicopters, mobility, surveillance, and autonomous systems.
A number of factors will drive expected
opportunities but key elements include the
need for increased maritime domain awareness by many of the region’s nations; a
requirement to modernize and enhance forces

Japan’s F-X
continued from page 6

In late December, Japan and the UK confirmed their intention to proceed with a joint
engine demonstrator program, which was due to
begin in January 2022. Intended to produce an
all-new, full-scale power and propulsion demonstrator, the program would use complementary
technologies developed by Rolls-Royce and IHI
Corporation. The engine will be an advanced
turbofan at the heart of the F-X aircraft’s propulsion, power, and thermal management systems.
Subsequently, the Japanese government
announced that it had arranged for UK participation not only in the engine but also in the
design of “relatable parts of the aircraft.” The
cost-ineffectiveness to use a Japanese-designed

The Boeing P-8 Poseidon is replacing the P-3 Orion with the U.S. Navy. In the Asia-Pacific region it also
flies with Australia and India and has been ordered by New Zealand and South Korea.
through either the acquisition of newer types noted that nations were no longer “looking
in greater numbers or by upgrading existing for the cheapest,” but also taking into account
aircraft; and the need to provide effective interoperability and political alignment with
disaster relief.
other regional forces by asking themselves,
In the Asia-Pacific fighter marketplace “Who’s my friend?”
There is still a considerable process to comBDSS reports significant interest in the F-15EX
Eagle II, underlined recently by the U.S. State plete before an Indonesian order for the F-15
Department approval for a potential export becomes reality, and Rotte reported no signifof 36 of the F-15ID variant to Indonesia, but icant activity following the July 2020 approval
then other nations are also looking at it, of a potential sale of eight Bell Boeing V-22
the company’s senior director for business Ospreys to Indonesia. However, work on a
development in the region, Randy Rotte, said Foreign Military Sales (FMS) deal to upgrade
during a briefing at the Singapore Airshow. He Korea’s F-15s continues and appears likely to
be finalized. In the maritime patrol and surveillance sectors, the P-8 Poseidon and 737
center fuselage containing intakes and jetpipes AEW&C already fly in the APAC region, and furwith Tempest’s engine meant it would be ther opportunities remain, although questions
“more rational to develop it together with the persist about the duration of their availability
engine.” Therefore, both aircraft could share in their current form because they are based on
the same engine and similar fuselage sections, the 737NG airliner, which is nearing the end of
production for commercial customers.
reducing development costs.
Support and services is a large and growing
At the same time, the two nations agreed to
explore the feasibility of collaboration through- sector, and BDSS predicts it will generate $210
out 2022 and signed a memorandum of coop- billion in revenue over the next decade, with
eration that will allow them to pursue further increasing numbers of customers signing for
joint technologies. The UK and Japan hope to performance-based logistics (PBL) contracts.
extend the partnership beyond engine tech- On Tuesday the company announced three
nologies to the development of new electronic five-year PBL deals with South Korea. One
warfare and radar equipment while designing involved an extension of an existing agreeboth the program and the aircraft in a way that ment to support sustainment of the Republic
each participating country will have full “free- of Korea Air Force’s F-15K Eagle, while the
dom of modification,” thereby ensuring that other two extended the benefits of PBL to the
any resulting aircraft can be customized to ROKAF 737 AEW&C and ROK Army CH-47
meet national requirements.
Chinook fleets.
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Elbit adds hybrid
option to Skylark
by David Donald
Elbit Systems has unveiled the
latest member of its Skylark small
tactical unmanned aerial system
(STUAS) family. As its name
suggests, the Skylark 3 Hybrid
introduces a hybrid propulsion
system that marries an electric
motor with an internal combustion engine. The result is a threefold increase in endurance to 18
hours without any change in size
or weight, in turn significantly
enhancing mission effectiveness
and cost-efficiency.
In a typical mission profile the STUAS would use its
combustion engine to transit
rapidly to the area of interest,
before switching to the electric motor for long-endurance,
quiet patrol. The hybrid nature
of the propulsion system also
provides redundancy should
one or other of the motors fail,
increasing mission reliability
and safety. From an operational
viewpoint the increased endurance translates into more loiter
time over the area of interest and
reduces the number of platforms

required to perform set surveillance missions.
Entering service with the Isreali armed forces in 2008, the
Skylark STUAS is intended for
both dismounted and vehiclelaunched operations in support
of ground forces, and to date 27
countries have ordered it. Elbit
produced it in three major iterative versions, the latest of which—
the Skylark 3—it unveiled in 2016.
It has a 4.7-meter wingspan and
weighs 50 kg at takeoff. Service
ceiling is 12,000 ft and range is
around 120 km.
The Skylark 3 can carry two
payloads and features “plug and
play” interfaces so that personnel
can rapidly reconfigure it in the
field. The range of available palyoads includes high-resolution
electro-optical sensors, electronic
and communications intelligence
systems, and laser designators. A
crew of two is required to launch
the STUAS from a pneumatic
launcher, which can be installed
on a vehicle or naval vessel. The
ground control station can be
used to manage two Skylark 3s
simultaneously.

In service with armies around the world, the Skylark is primarily used to
stream battlefield video to a ground control station to support ground
forces. The new Skylark 3 Hybrid version can remain on station in this role
for at least three times longer than earlier variants.

Almost three
years since Airbus
trialed drone cargo
deliveries to ships
docked off the coast
of Singapore, ST
Engineering is leading a new pilot program for uncrewed
aircraft operations.

Shore-to-ship
drone deliveries
by Charles Alcock
ST Engineering is partnering
with Sumitomo and Skyports
to use drones for transporting
packages to ships docked off
the coast of Singapore. The new
uncrewed aircraft (UA) venture
announced on February 13 marks
the start of a nine-month pilot
program aimed at establishing a
drone network for carrying payloads of up to 7 kg (15.4 pounds)
per flight.
UK-based Skyports, which is
already conducting commercial
drone services in other locations,
will jointly run the beyond visual
line of sight (BVLOS) flight operations with ST Engineering, using
the Singapore-based group’s
DroNet technology. Japan-based
trading group Sumitomo will help
promote the new UA service, as
well as include its own ships in
the network.
ST Engineering has tested and
developed autonomous flight
management solutions for BVLOS
shore-to-ship deliveries for some
time. The Civil Aviation Authority
of Singapore has provided some
financial support for the plans,
which also have gained backing
from Wilhelmsen Ships Service.
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According to the partners,
uncrewed aircraft can speed
shore-to-ship deliveries and
reduce logistics costs compared
with the use of launch boats.
They say that the new approach,
in development for the past 24
months, will also reduce carbon emissions.
Skyports is already active in
uncrewed aircraft operations
in Europe, the Americas, and
the Asia-Pacific region. It also
participates in developing vertiports to support eVTOL air
taxi operations, with Singapore
viewed as an early adopter for
such services.
“As home to one of the busiest ports in the world, Singapore is the ideal setting in
which to demonstrate to customers the potential for UA to
transform maritime logistics by
moving essential supplies in a
more cost-effective and sustainable way,” said Sanjay Suresh,
Skyports head of Asia-Pacific business development
and operations.
In early 2019, Airbus conducted
shore-to-ship package delivery
trials using its Skyways drone
in partnership with Wilhelmsen
Ships Service.
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